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READY FOR LEARNING EXPECTATIONS What is our plan?

1.  Ensure the continuity of teaching Guaranteed and viable Two years ago, the district began working to identify the "essential learnings"
      and learning. curriculum that includes: in math and language arts k-12.  Work has begun in other subjects, including 

     +  Blended learning fine arts, physical education, C.T.E. and other subjects.  Additionally, the 
     System:  Academics      +  Diagnostic assessments district began developing common formative assessments.  Our school 

calendar for 2020-21 reflects early dismissals and professional development
days during the school year to continue such work.  We will rely on the
identified essential learnings and the Arkansas Playbook to guide our efforts
when students return.  It was our work over the last two years that effected
our decisions over the last two months.  

Throughout the 2019-2020 school year, all k-6 students were assessed  
utilizing iStation and DIBELS.  This year, grades 7-8 will also be assessing
with iStation.  All students in grades k-6 will be assessed using iStation
and DIBELS the week of August 31 - September 4.  Teachers will use this data 
to begin the R.T.I process which will be explained below.  

The district has expended much energy and effort to ensure the continuity
of instruction and learning in the event of an additional school closure.  
Recognizing the shortcomings and ineffectiveness of AMI packets, the 
district has devoted the necessary attention to follow the guidance and
assistance shown by DESE to develop a plan for all contingencies.  The plan,
which includes financial obligations in terms of equipment and training, is 
explained in detail in sections 3-7.  

2.  Identify how to address unfinished District developed resources: Assessing where students are in terms of previous learning will be more 
      learning from the prior year.      +  Response to Intervention critical than ever.  Again, we feel very confident that our work over the last
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     +  Arkansas Playbook two years positions us to more accurately assess mastery of the essential
     System:  Academics learnings.  Utlizing DIBELS and iStation, all students grades 1-8 will be 

assessed between August 31 - September 4.  

For the first time, our elementary school will have a designated R.T.I. time
built into the master schedule.  Beginning September 8, all students in grades 
1 - 6 will have a R.T.I. block of time Monday - Friday from 8:10 - 8:40.  Teachers 
and paraprofessionals will have small groups of students working on a specific
skill.  Students will take an assessment, and when demonstrating mastery,
receive an exit ticket,  and then move to another skill where a deficit has 
been identified.   Student progress will be tracked with monthly iStation
assessments.  The Arkansas Playbook has also been reviewed by our 
Leadership Team and is a valued resource, especially for the earlier grades.

Interventions for high school students will focus on mathematics and literacy.
For all 7th grade math students, historically an area of concern, an additional  
hour of mathematics daily will be required.  A full time dyslexia interventionist
has also been placed in a position to assist other students who have not 
mastered essential skills in literacy.  Lastly, two retired teachers, one 
certified in mathematics and one certified in literacy have been employed
part time to assist students.  Much of their day will focus on assisting those
students who have chosen to work remotely from home.

3.  Utilize a Learning Management Professional Development The South Side School District made the decision early that we would rely
      System      +  Extra contracted days on a mangagement system with which we were familiar and comfortable.

     +  Training on best practices District wide, we have chosen to allow Google Classroom to be our 
      System:  Human Capital           in blended learning platform for all digital lessons, activities, recordings, and other teacher

made and teacher assigned content.  

To better prepare our staff to move toward a blended approach, ESSER funds
were utilized to purchase laptops for every licensed staff member, along with
cameras, chargers, and cases for each laptop.  

4.  Schedule teacher training for how to Professional Development ESSER and district funds were utilized to request teachers work outside the
      use LMS      +  Extra contracted days 190 contract.  In all, teachers were asked to commit to three additional days of

     +  Teacher developed content professional development during the summer of 2020.  Sessions were
     System:  Human Capital      +  Purchase of devices created and facilitated by our Technology Coordinator.  These included

half days or full days focusing on creating and setting up a Google classroom,



posting assignments and activities, to more advanced strategies of recording
techniques, and useful apps for the typical classroom.  In addition to our 
Technology Coordinator, three licensed staff members were also identified,
compensated, and placed in a position to help their colleagues with new
skill acquisition.  

5.  Schedule teacher training for blended Professional Development Responses to bullet #4 are most appropriate here as well.  Throughout our
      learning.      +  Extra contracted days preparaton for re-entry this fall, our primary focus was to be prepared for

     +  Training on best practices another extended school closure.  Our ability to pivot at a moments notice
     System:  Human Capital           in blended learning hinged on the ability of our teachers to go digital.  That being said, all teachers

     +  Schedule digital days were asked to commit to one day with Team Digital.  Teachers were asked to
work in groups, complete a workbook, and become familiar with the various
models of blended learning.

6.  Provide support for parents and      +  Purchase of devices for all A multi-faceted approach was used to prepare all students and parents for the
      students.           students 2020 - 21 school year.  The district felt very strongly that we must become a

     +  Parent night for all virtual 1 : 1 school district.  Our goal was not only a device for every child, but a device 
     System:  Parent and Student Support           students that would be used by that student only.  Over the course an instructional day,

     +  Schedule digital day with all we deemed it important that only one student come in contact with a device.    
         students remaining home To accomplish such, 50 additional Chromebooks, chargers, and cases were

ordered using district funds.

During the early parts of summer, we began to reach out to our parents to 
determine the number of them who wished for their child(ren) to remain home
and learn remotely.  Two surveys were constructed and placed on our website
and Facebook page.  The first survey was a full description of a traditional 
on-site instructional day versus a remote, virtual day for those who wished
to remain home.  The survey ended by requesting that each parent indicate 
whether their child(ren) would be attending on-site or learning virtually.
Given a response rate of roughly 70%, administrative assistants began calling
all parents who had not responded to determine an accurate count for planning
purposes.  This number was critical not only to determine the number of 
devices needed, but also to assist the district with social distancing in the 
classroom.  In the end, approximately 13% (65/500) chose to learn remotely.
A second survey followed up to determine connectivity, as well as the number
and type of devices in all  households that indicated a desire to learn remotely.

The district has scheduled two days to practice online learning while students



remain on campus.  Then, on September 11, we will have a digital day by
asking students to remain home and all faculty and staff to report to campus.
During this time, students will be asked to access Google Classroom and 
complete lessons and activities prepared by teachers.  Between 1:00 - 2:00
all elementary teachers and a small group of high school teachers will Zoom 
with parents of all students who have elected to stay at home and learn
remotely.  This will provide an opportunity to assist parents who are 
struggling to help their children at home, while also providing additional help
to virtual students.

Once we have completed our scheduled digital day on September 11, we will
compile a list of students who do not have access to internet for learning 
remotely.  Principals and counselors will determine the families that can 
benefit from the hot spots that were recently provided to all school districts.
In addition to the hot spots, the district will be providing "guest" access to 
public wi-fi in our elementary and high school parking lots.  The school district
has also identified several licensed staff members who will be available on 
campus from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. , three nights per week, to provide assistance 
and supervision to virtual students who wish to come to campus to complete
assignments.  

To assist parents and students even further, a parent night was held one week
prior to school starting for those who wished to remain home and learn
virtually.  The Superintendent of Schools, Technology Coordinator, High School
Principal and Elementary Principal spoke to parents about the most salient 
issues effecting virutal learning.  These included connectivity, creating an
environment at home conducive to learning, Zoom schedules and other topics.
Chromebooks, chargers, and cases were distributed to all students along with 
Memorandums of Understanding for all parents to sign.  Ninety-five percent of
the the students and parents interested in virutal learning attended the 
meeting.  Parents were informed that the school district's food nutrition 
program would provide meals for all students learning remotely.  We are 
asking that parents call the cafeteria each day and place their order by 9:30 a.m.
Meals will be picked up at 12:50 - 1:00 p.m. after all students have exited the
cafeteria.  An employee of the school will carry the meal(s) to the parent 
when they call the cafeteria and alert them to their arrival.  For those parents
who cannot pick up meals, food will be delivered once or twice a week 
in bulk.



To assist in our efforts to pivot to remote learning, several key strategies have
been put in place.  First, and foremost, Chromebooks will be distributed to
all traditional students the first week of school.  Secondly, two days have been
designated "digital practice" days on September 8 and 10.  On September 11,
ALL students will remain at  home for a true digital day, while all licensed and
classified staff report to school.  We are hopeful these days will place us in a 
a favorable position to pivot on a moments notice with all students, parents, 
and teachers possessing the requisite proficiency to do so.  

7.  Provide a communication plan for Beginning late Spring, the district regularly communicated with parents
      interacting with parents, students,      +  Parent Surveys via district website and Facebook.  Early messages focused on AMI packets,
     and community.      +  Re-entry plans meal delivery, and general information regarding COVID  - 19.  As information

     +  Parent night became available on the extended closure, it was relayed to our parents and
     +  Letters to parents patrons.  When the district began to work on re-entry plans, we utilized the
     +  Facilities and transportation guidance provided in Arkansas Ready for Learning; Planning for Re-engagement.

As decisions were made, whether requiring masks, social distancing,
arrival times or use of dining facilities, they were relayed to our
community.  Two fairly lengthy "FAQ" were published, along with surveys 
pertaining to virutal learning and connectivity.  Most recently, a letter was
mailed to the home of all virtual students describing how meals from our
cafeteria can be picked up or delivered in bulk as described earlier.  

When deemed necessary, and having the ability to social distance in our 
auditorium,  a parent night was held for those parents choosing virtual learning  
for their child.  The purpose of the meeting was to discuss connectivity and  
device requirements for virtual learning, as well as rights and responsibilities of
students, parents, and teachers.  Chromebooks were also distributed to all
virtual students to begin receiving instruction day one.  

As part of our FAQ published on the website, parents were informed of all 
procedures and precautions the district would be taking to protect students
and adults alike.  These included mask requirements for all students grades
4-12, taking temperatures of all students and adults as they enter the building
each day, as well as information concerning how social distancing would look
in the hallways, cafeteria, classrooms, playground and other areas.  Additionally,
we are requiring masks to be worn on all bus routes and we are strictly enforcing
the arrival time of 7:40.  Students, whether riding a bus or being transported by
a parent, are not allowed to exit a bus or automobile until 7:40, at which time



they move to a designated location and are greeted by a teacher or a 
para-professional.

Additional measures have also been taken to consistently clean and sanitize 
classrooms and other areas.  Teachers have been asked to wipe down all 
surfaces at the end of each period.  Additional manpower is being devoted 
for sanitizing larger areas as needed.  Equipment such as sanitizing wands
and foggers have also been added to our arsenal of protective devices.  Water
fountains have been replaced with water coolers and cups for student use.
Para-professionals, and in some cases licensed staff,  have been placed in 
strategic locations to monitor students at water coolers, restrooms, and   
hallways between class changes.  

Recently, the school district has added a COVID-19 tab to our school webiste.
All of our earlier communications and surveys have been posted, as well as
more recent notifications.  These include Point of Contact information and
Virtual Student Commitment.  To assist both virutal student and parent
with accessing and utilizing Google Classroom, tutorials and You Tube videos  
have also been located at this tab.   

The COVID - 19 tab will also be utilized to notify parents in the event of a 
positive case within the school district.  As new information or guidance is
provided by DESE or ADH, it too will posted to this location.  Information will
be provided by the Point of Contact, Superintendent of Schools, Technology
Coordinator.  

Added October 2020 With board approval, he district has scheduled two Virtual Fridays for October
16 and October 30.  As explained to our board, the purpose of the Virtual 
Fridays is twofold.  First, these two days will provide an additional opportunity
to practice with all of our students our ability to pivot from on site to 
off site instruction.  We have identified all students/parents who have 
connectivity issues and we believe we have remedied those problems.  We
have offered hot spots to our families who were in need and otherwise 
assisted those who were initially struggling to connect.  We are now a 1:1 
district ensuring that all students have the capability to work remotely.  
Secondly, Virtual Fridays are also allowing us to schedule additional time for
our teachers to plan and communicate with the students who have chosen
to work virtually.  Lastly, even though we are refering to these days as 
Virtual Fridays, we have communicated with our parents via a personalized



letter as well as our website and Facebook page, that all students can choose 
to work remotely from home or attend school on these days.  We have asked
all faculty and staff to be on site and prepared for a regular day of instruction.
At every opportunity, we have communicated to our parents and students
that students are encouraged to be on campus, but if they choose to work 
remotely, it is considered a regular school day with the same expectations as
those students who are on campus.

Added April 15, 2021 On April 13th, the South Side School District Board of Directors voted unanimously to 
continue the use of masks through Friday, April 23rd.  There were two reasons cited for 
this decision.  First, the district is in the middle of state mandated testing.  We truly need 
all of our students to be present every day.  Consequently, the board wanted to increase 
the chances that large numbers of students would NOT be quarantined.  Secondly, the 
Center for Disease Control and the Arkansas Department of Health now recommend 
that, with universal masking, students can maintain a distance of 3 feet in a classroom 
not 6 feet.  This means that if all students are masked and a positive case is identified, 
close contacts will not have to be quarantined.  Therefore, requiring masks until the end 
of testing lessens the chances that large numbers of students will be quarantined.  If 
masks were removed, and a positive case identified, all students who come within 3 feet 
of the positive case would have to be quarantined.  This could become very problematic, 
very quickly, at the wrong time.

On Monday, April 26th, following the completion of state testing, masks will no longer 
be mandated for students or staff of South Side School District.   However, to allow the 
continuation of services and provide safe conditions for onsite learning, all other 
guidelines, and recommendations of the Arkansas Department of Health and the Center 
for Disease Control shall remain in place for the remainder of the school year.  Social 
distancing of 6 ft. between adults and between students and adults will remain the norm 
in classrooms, hallways, and cafeteria.  Students will continue to have lunch in their 
current location, allowing social distancing to be feasible.  All students, whether 
transported by bus or parent will remain in the vehicle until 7:40, at which time they will 
go directly to a specified location.  Upon entering the building, each student and adult 
will have their temperature taken.  



South Side School District will continue to respond to confirmed positive cases of COVID 
– 19.  Probable close contacts will continue to be identified and may be asked to 
quarantine for 14 days.  Traditional quarantine guidelines will be in effect until the end 
of the school year.  Mr. Greg Bradford will continue to serve as the Point of Contact for 
the school district.  A fully vaccinated individual does not need to stay at home following 
close contact exposure to a test confirmed individual if certain conditions are met.  
Individuals who previously have had COVID – 19 and recovered and are within 3 months 
of their original diagnosis may not have to quarantine.  It is advised that individuals 
review the guidelines on our district website under the COVID – 19 tab.  Additional 
information can be found in the Isolation Guide and Quarantine Guide.

Although final arrangements have not been made, summer school, summer enrichment 
activities, and summer feed program have been scheduled for the entire month of June.  
Many of the safety precautions currently taken, may remain in effect for all summer 
activities.  A final decision will be made as we approach the end of the school year, but 
will be based on current infection data, along with the numbers of students and adults 
who will be participating in the summer program.  

As we prepare for the 2021-22 school year, we would like feedback from our parents 
and patrons.  A survey has been developed to allow public comment on the plan that 
was created in response to COVID-19, and what changes may need to be made to better 
prepare for the future.
 This survey can be accessed here at 
---https://forms.gle/8m5fgqAUGEr4seke7_____________________________



Added October 15, 2021 We are excited to welcome your children back to campus on August 16, 2021! As 
a result of in person learning, South Side Bee Branch School District will be 
following the guidelines provided by the Arkansas Department of Health (ADH) 
and the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) in planning 
for the 2021-2022 school year. The district’s goal is to ensure students are on 
campus, learning from their teachers, and socializing with their peers, in a safe 
and healthy environment. Students learn best when on campus receiving direct 
instruction; therefore, we want to keep students and teachers on campus as 
much as possible. Because of the guidelines referenced above, the district’s best 
chance at avoiding a mandatory mass quarantine event due to probable close 
contact is requiring face coverings when social distancing is not possible. We 
want to keep students and teachers on campus as much as possible. The 
recommended guidance for ensuring that students can stay on campus includes 
socially distancing (6 feet or greater from others) and wearing a facemask when 
not possible.

Face covering will be required for all staff and students when on school buses 
and in facilities when social distancing is not possible. Wearing masks when not 
able to socially distance is our best practice to keep students in school. Masks 
requirements will be re-evaluated on an ongoing basis and communication 
between district leaders will be open in determining changes/adjustments 
needed.
The district will post weekly updates regarding the requirement of masks in the district. 
The district will use data from https://achi.net/covid19/ to determine the risk level for 
the school district. Weekly masks status will be posted to the district website and other 
social media resources by 5:00 p.m. each Sunday. An informational phone message will 
also be sent out every Sunday by 7:00 p.mIf the risk is at high or above, the district will 
require masks on buses and in facilities when social distancing is not possible. If the risk 
is moderate or below, masks will be optional on buses and facilities. Social distancing will 
still be practiced throughout the district. 

Teachers are incorporating their learning management system (LMS) into their 
daily curriculum. All students in the district have an assigned chrome book or 
iPad to complete their assignments while at home. 



K-6 is treating quarantined days like a school day. The quarantined students are 
expected to be on scheduled zoom meetings. This will be the time to ask 
questions and get direct instruction. Emailing your teacher or other classroom 
communication methods can also be used for questions about daily assignments. 
Teachers will answer these when time permits.

7-12 will be using their LMS in daily instruction. When a student is quarantined, 
the daily assignments will be available through individual classroom’s LMS. 
Students will contact their teachers through email or other communication 
methods used in the LMS. The teacher will respond back to questions when time 
permits.

The CDC defines close contacts as people being within six (6) feet of another 
person for a total time of 15 cumulative minutes within a 24-hour period.

People identified as a PCC will be in quarantine for 10 full 24-hour periods from 
the last contact of the positive case. The PCC will be allowed to return on the 11th 

day.
A shorter period of quarantine is allowed after seven (7) full 24-hour periods 
pending a negative test prior to returning to on-site learning. The negative test 
has to be taken five (5) full 24-hour periods after the last date of contact with the 
positive case.
Factors that will allow a PCC not to be quarantined:
·         Individuals who have tested positive within the last 90 days and recovered 
fully. The individual does not have to be tested or stay home, unless they 
develop symptoms.
·         Individuals exposed to a positive COVID-19 case do not have to be 
quarantined due to close contact if both people are correctly wearing a face 
covering.

·         Individuals fully vaccinated do not have to quarantine unless they develop 
symptoms. This is in effect two (2) weeks after the last round of vaccination.

South Side Bee Branch will be asking the parents to screen their children before 
sending them to school in the morning. The staff is also asked to screen 
themselves with the following guidelines:
·         Have you had a fever of 100.4 or greater within the past 24 hours?
·         Have you had a cough, difficulty breathing, sore throat, or loss of taste and 
smell?



·         Have you been in contact with a person known to be infected with COVID-19 
within the last 10 days?

South Side Bee Branch is committed to utilizing all of our space to ensure that 
social distancing can be achieved when feasible. It is the goal of SSBB to uphold 
the distancing guidelines, while not putting the student’s educational 
experiences at risk. The teachers will distance their seating arrangement or be 
located in place that accommodates the number of students in their class.  

It is the goal of the district to create an environment that is socially and 
physically healthy in our cafeteria. Kindergarten classes will have their lunchtime 
in a designated area to allow our cafeteria spacing to accommodate a 1st-3rd 
grade lunch period, 4th-6th lunch period, and a 7th-9th lunch period. The 10th and 
11th grade students will be provided lunch in the gymnasium. This will provide 
them proper spacing to meet social distancing standards. The seniors will eat 
lunch in the administration building to provide them with proper social 
distancing. Virtual students have the opportunity to pick-up lunch from the 
cafeteria at 12:30 each day. If you are virtual and would like to participate in this 
service, please contact Mrs. Mary in the cafeteria via phone by 8:30 each 
morning. The contact number is 501-654-2242 ext. 507.

Cleanliness is a priority to the district as students and staff return to school in the 
fall. Hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, and Lysol spray are distributed 
throughout the district for the use of staff and students. Buildings will be cleaned 
throughout the day by custodians and teachers to ensure students are entering 
sanitized areas. Buses will be sanitized after each use.  

The district’s nurse, Mrs. Stacey Brown, will serving as the POC for the 2021-2022 school 
year. Contact her by email at sbrown@southsidebb.org or by phone at 870-221-3106 
with information or questions about COVID-19. 
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